4305 MANUAL CUTTER

“SCS” (Safety Cutting System) features: hinged, transparent safety guard on front table (locks automatically while cutting); transparent safety cover on rear table; safety catch (locks blade lever in up position); blade change from front without removing machine covers; blade changing device covers cutting edge of blade; blade depth adjustment from outside of machine; cutting stick can be turned or changed from outside of machine; compact size; Solingen steel blade; solid steel blade carrier and adjustable blade guides; extra large cut lever requires minimal effort; patented, lever-activated, fast-action clamp; side guide with measuring scale; spindle-guided back gauge with calibrated crank and measuring scale; all-metal construction; optional stand (shown) or cabinet.

Dimensions (D x W x H): 34 3⁄8 x 34 3⁄4 x 15 3⁄4 inches
(43 H with stand, 44 H with cabinet), Shipping weight: 109 lbs.
(135 with stand, 204 with cabinet).

Dimensions of the Triumph 4305 manual cutter:
- Cutting width: 16 3⁄4”
- Cutting height: 1 1⁄2”
- Narrow cut: 1 3⁄4”
- Cutting length: 17”
- Table length in front of blade: 9”
- Locking safety guard

The hinged front safety guard locks in the lowered position during cutting process.

Easy cutting stick change

Cutting sticks can be turned or changed from outside of machine.

Back gauge and side guide

Accurate, cast aluminum back gauge and side guide allow precise paper alignment.